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• ILG is the nonprofit training and education 

affiliate of three statewide local government 

associations

• Together with our affiliates, we serve over 

2,500 local agencies – cities, counties and 

special districts

• We provide practical and easy-to-use 

resources so local agencies can effectively 

implement policies on the ground

ILG IS NONPROFIT, NONPARTISAN & HERE TO HELP
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Best Best & Krieger serves as a trusted partner and strategist to public and private sector clients across the nation. 

With offices spanning from coast to coast, the firm’s attorneys provide innovative legal solutions and cost-effective 

representation, working to protect and advance clients’ interests at every turn. BB&K is recognized for decades of 

groundbreaking successes, loyal service, and a culture of inclusion and respect. 
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Lauren Langer 
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lauren.langer@bbklaw.com

310-220-2176 

Lauren serves as the City Attorney for the City of West Hollywood and interim City 

Attorney for the City of Downey. She provides advice on housing and land use issues to 

many of the firm’s clients. Lauren’s practice focuses on land use, zoning, planning, and 

environmental laws in addition to her general municipal law practice. Lauren’s approach 

prioritizes building both relationships and consensus. Lauren Langer was named to 

the Los Angeles Business Journal’s 2022 Top 100 Lawyers list.

Megan Garibaldi 
PARTNER 

megan.garibaldi@bbklaw.com

949-263-6592 

Megan serves as the City Attorney for the Cities of Goleta and Hawaiian Gardens, and 

interim General Counsel for the Laguna Beach County Water District. In addition to her 

general counsel role, Megan is special counsel to public agencies on litigation matters 

impacting local governments, such as the Brown Act, the Public Records Act, and 

Proposition 218. Megan has been recognized as a Southern California Super Lawyers 

Rising Star each year for the last decade.
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Why Is This Training Important

➢Comply with the law 

➢Learn best practices

➢Promote positive public perceptions

➢Avoid legal problems
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Spirit of the Law
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Spirit of the Law
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Spirit of the Law 
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Do you have a Local Code of Conduct?

• The public’s confidence in the integrity and fairness of City government 

often hinges on the behavior of City officials.  Real or perceived ethical 

lapses by City officials undermine the effectiveness of the City and cast a 

shadow on the decisions of its legislative bodies.  Often, ethical 

considerations extend beyond the legal requirements of conflict of interest 

law. 
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Three Pillars of Transparency

• Public Records Act

▪ Provide access to documents/records

• Brown Act 

▪ Allow public to watch government in action 

• Political Reform Act

▪ Preventing officials from acting when a conflict

• PLUS…a few extras
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Personal Financial Interests
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Why? 

• Avoid actual conflicts of interest, where decision maker’s financial interests 

are influencing the decision

• Avoid perception that decision maker’s financial interests are influencing

• Either way- integrity of decision is tainted. 



1. Political Reform Act

Decisions of Government 

Entities, Officers and Employees

2. Gov. Code § 1090

Contracts “Made” by Government 

Entities

16

Conflict Laws Focus on Personal Financial 
Interests



What’s the Difference between the PRA and 
GC 1090?

• All Contracts made by a Government Entity Involve a Governmental 

Decision BUT not all Governmental Decisions Involve a Contract

• Thus, when a decision affects a contract, both the PRA and GC 1090 

apply
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Political Reform Act of 1974
(Gov. Code § 87100, et seq.)
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Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974

• Officials should perform duties solely in the public’s interest, not for their 

own financial interests.

19

How is this done?

Disclosure
(Form 700)

Disqualification



Personal Financial 
Interests
Disclosure

Who?

87200 Filer:

Elected Officials, Finance Directors, Planning 

Commissioners, City Attorney 

Code Filer (aka “designated employees”):

For example, Department Heads, Managers, Planners, 

Finance

How?

Use Form 700

When? 

Assuming Office (within 30 days)

Leaving Office (within 30 days)

Annually, by April 1st

Signed Under Penalty of Perjury
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• General Rule

• Public officials shall not:

• make, 

• participate in making, or 

• attempt to influence 

• a governmental decision in which 

they have a financial interest.

21

Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974



WHO IS A PUBLIC OFFICIAL?

A Public Official is every:

▪ Member

▪ Officer

▪ Employee

▪ and certain Consultants of a State or Local Agency.

(Gov. Code. sec. 82048)

22

Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974



What is your role in the governmental decision?

▪ Making:  authorizing, directing, voting on, or committing the city to the 

decision.

▪ Participating in Making: providing info, opinions, or a recommendation 

for the purpose of affecting the decision.

▪ Attempting to Influence: (1) contacting any official in the city for the 

purpose of affecting a decision, or (2) contacting another agency on behalf 

of the city to affect a decision.
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Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974



Types of Economic Interests:

✓Business Investment ($2000)

✓Source of Income ($500/12 mo)

✓Business Position or Employment

✓Real Property ($2000)

✓Gifts ($520 or more within 12 mo)

✓Personal Finances

24

Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974



The FPPC Does a Four-Step Analysis:

1. Is it reasonably foreseeable that the decision will 

have a financial effect on your economic interest?

2. Will the financial effect be material?

3. Is the financial effect indistinguishable from its 

effect on the public generally?

4. Is there another exception?

25

Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974



• Reasonably foreseeable – “Realistic possibility”

• Material – Above FPPC standards (e.g., within 500 feet of real property owned)

➢ Business Interests 

➢Real Property – direct or indirect interest of $2000 or more

➢Own, lease (term/rental value/use), month to month

➢ Investments

➢ Source of a gift or income

26

Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974



Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974

• Public generally exception – Affects: (1) 25% of properties, businesses, or 

individuals, and (2) no unique effect on public official

• Other exceptions – e.g., rule of necessity; speaking as a member of the 

public on an item of personal interest; repairs, replacement or 

maintenance of existing streets, water, sewer, storm drainage or similar 

facilities, etc.

• ASK FOR ADVICE!
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Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974

• HYPO:  

A city councilmember is going to vote to award a construction contract for a 

facility to a company who employs his sister’s husband (brother-in-law) in a 

top executive position.  

Can the councilmember vote on the decision to award the contract?

28



Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974

Answer:  Yes.

An official has an economic interest in his or her own 

finances and those of his or her immediate family 

(spouse and dependent children). A mere sibling 

relationship is not enough to create a conflict.
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Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974

• HYPO:  

A city is considering constructing a hiking trail on city property on the 

opposite side of a road that borders a councilmember’s backyard.

Can the councilmember who owns the property vote on the decision to 

develop the trail?
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Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974

Answer:  Most Likely, No.

An official who has an financial interest of $2,000 or more in 

real property is presumed to have a conflict in any matter 

affecting real property located within 500 feet of the property 

line of the official’s property, and may not vote on the matter 

unless clear and convincing evidence there would be no 

measurable impact to the property.
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Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974

What do we do when a conflict exists?

• DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN THE DECISION

• DO NOT DISCUSS, GIVE OPINION OR INFLUENCE 

• DISCLOSE 

• DISQUALIFY
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Personal Financial Interests
Political Reform Act of 1974

Tips:

When in doubt– ask (early)!  

We can request advice from the FPPC

Recusal- note the reason for recusal and leave the room
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Interest in Public Contracts
(Gov. Code § 1090)
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts 
Government Code § 1090

If:

• A Public Official 

• Who Has a Financial 

Interest

• Makes A Contract

Then:

• Contract is VOID

• Penalties Apply

35



Financial Interest in Public 
Contracts Two Scenarios

• Member of multi-member 

board approving contract 

(covers the whole board)

• Individual Local Agenda official 

approving contract
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Consultants & Independent Contractors

• GC 1090 applies to officials, officers, and employees.

• An outside consultant can be considered an “employee” under the law 

when that consultant acts in an advisory role and has duties to engage in 

or advise on public contracting that he/she is expected to carry out on the 

government’s behalf.
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Consultants & “Additional Work”

• Progression of the law

▪ Prior case law – involved consultants serving as public officials

▪ Davis v. Fresno Unified (2015) – applied 1090 to a construction contractor who 

performed pre-construction services
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Consultants & “Additional Work”

• Progression of the law

▪FPPC Post-Davis – “Considerable influence” test. 

▪Sahlohlbei (2017) – “Transacting on behalf of the 

government” test. Substance over form.

▪Victims are the same- taxpayers
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• Use general contract principles

• Examples:

▪ Construction contracts

▪ Purchases

▪ Development agreements

▪ Civil service appointments

▪ Grants and donations

40

Financial Interest in Public Contracts
Contract Defined



“Making” includes: • Negotiations,

• Discussions,

• Reasoning,

• Planning, and 

• The “give and take which goes 

beforehand in the making of the 

decision to commit oneself ….” 

41

Financial Interest in Public Contracts
“Making” the Contract



Financial Interest in Public Contracts 
Types of Financial Interests

•Financial Interest

• Direct (contracting party)

• Indirect (related to contracting 

party)

•Effect

• Positive or negative

•Certainty not required
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts
Board Member Scenario

• Facts: Councilmember Jones owns the 

construction company that has been 

awarded the contract to remodel City Hall. 

She recuses herself from participating or 

voting to approve the contract. 
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts 
Elected Official Scenario

• Holding: The contract is void.

• Analysis:

▪ Jones is financially interested in the contract.

▪ A council member's interest in the contract prohibits the city from entering into the 

proposed contract, even though the member does not participate in and abstains from 

the actual decision.
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts
Employee Scenario

• Facts: A city staff member wants to contract to sell a unique device that he 

invented to the city’s fire department. The decision would be made by the 

city manager without any input from the employee.  

• Question: May the contract be made?
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts
Employee Scenario

• Answer: Yes, if he 

• discloses his interest and 

• disqualifies himself from participating in, or influencing the decision making 

process.
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts 
Types of Financial Interests

• Financial Interest

▪ Direct (contracting party)

▪ Indirect (related to contracting party)

• Effect

▪ Positive or negative

• Certainty not required
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts
Remote Interest Exceptions - § 1091(b)

• Requirements:

▪ Public disclosure noted on records

▪ No attempt to influence

▪ Council/board acts in good faith

• 17 Exceptions, including:

▪ Employees, in certain cases

▪ Suppliers, in certain cases

THESE ARE FACT-SPECIFIC - CHECK WITH YOUR ATTORNEY
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts
Non-Interest Exceptions - § 1091.5(a)

• Requirements:

▪ Some do not require disclosure or disqualification 

• 14 Exceptions, including:

▪ Corporate ownership

➢ Less than 3% of shares, and 

➢ Income of less than 5% of total

▪ Expense reimbursements

▪ Recipient of public services

THESE ARE FACT-SPECIFIC - CHECK WITH YOUR ATTORNEY
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Financial Interest in Public Contracts
Limited Rule of Necessity

Permits a public body, that has a duty to act upon a matter before it, to do so 

despite a conflict of interest when the public agency is the only entity capable to act 

on the matter (where one or more of the Council members has a personal financial 

interest). 

Example: Public official owns the only mortuary within 500 miles and the public 

agency needs to contract with a mortuary.

Rule of Necessity allows the official to disclose and disqualify
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Ramifications

▪ Criminal

➢ Willful Violation = Felony

➢ Lifetime bar to public office

Civil

▪ Contract = Void and unenforceable

• Disgorgement of all money

• Civil Penalties

Administrative Fines

51

Personal Financial Interests
Interest in Public Contracts
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Revolving Door
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AFTER LEAVING OFFICE: 

Elected Official & Manager

▪ One Year Ban 

▪ Prohibited from appearing before, or 

communicating with, Council on 

behalf any other person for 

compensation

53

Personal Financial Interests
“Revolving Door”



Personal Financial Interests
“Local Revolving Door Rule”

• Tip:  Check with City Attorney if there are any local revolving door rules

• Aimed at providing a cooling off period whereby people with knowledge 

and access are not influencing decisions

•5

4
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“Feathering Your Nest”
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Influencing Prospective Employment: 

No Public Official Shall: 

• Participate in decision-making process when it 

relates to any prospective employer.

• UNLESS: An exception applies.

56

Personal Financial Interests
“Feathering Your Nest”
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Bribery
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Personal Financial Interests
Bribery

Bribery: The offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of something of value 

for the purpose of influencing the action of an official in the discharge of his 

or her public or legal duties.
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The commonly-accepted borderline is 

that a gift or contribution (money or 

anything of value) is a bribe if there is 

proof of a quid pro quo.

A promise to perform an official act or 

not.

59

Difference between a Gift or Political 
Contribution and a Bribe



Bribery
McDonnell v. United States

Received

• $50,000 loan, and $15,000 gift to pay wedding expenses

• $50,000 loan for rental properties

• $20,000 shopping trip Use of vacation home and Ferrari

• A $10,000 Rolex

• $20,000 loan

• Rounds of golf

• A free trip

• $10,000 wedding gifts

• Use of a private plane during the campaign

Gave

• Introduction to government officials

• Lunch event with University researchers

• Healthcare industry reception

• Mentioned Anatabloc in meetings on state employee 

health plans

• But:

▪ No action was ever taken

▪ No evidence that officials were influenced
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Bribery
McDonnell v. United States

• SCOTUS’s Opinion – No Bribery

1. There must be a formal exercise of governmental power that is specific and 

focused. Setting up meetings, talking to officials, or organizing an event – without 

more – does not meet this definition. No quid pro quo.

2. Conscientious public officials arrange meetings for constituents, contact other 

officials on their behalf, and include them in events all the time. 
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Bribery
McDonnell v. United States

“There is no doubt that this case is distasteful; it may be worse than that. But 

our concern is not with tawdry tales of Ferraris, Rolexes, and ball gowns. It 

is instead with the broader legal implications of the Government’s boundless 

interpretation of the federal bribery statute. A more limited interpretation of 

the term “official act” leaves ample room for prosecuting corruption, while 

comporting with the text of the statute and the precedent of this Court.”

-Chief Justice John Roberts 
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• Gifts

• Honoraria

• Travel/Lodging Expenses

• Loans

• Reimbursements

• Mass Mailings

• Misuse of Public Funds

• Nepotism

• Charity Fundraising Disclosures

64

Personal Advantages and Perks



Personal Advantages and Perks
Gift Laws

A gift is anything of value that provides a personal 

benefit for which adequate consideration was not 

provided.

Meals TravelEntertainment
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Bottom Line: Watch your calendar

• Estimate

• Track

• If Gift Exceeds Limit: Return, Pay or Donate

66

Personal Advantages and Perks

Disclose

$50+

Disqualify

$520/12mos.

Refuse

$520+



Personal Advantages and Perks
Common Exceptions

• Gifts to public agency

• Gifts returned unused or donor reimbursed within 30 days

• Gifts from family members

• Gifts of hospitality

• Reciprocal exchanges

• Tickets/passes to certain fundraisers
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Agency Disclosures
Gift to Agencies: Forms 801 & 802

Gift to Agencies: Form 801

• Know the rules: NEW - Exceptions on gifts of 

travel now apply to elected officials and officials 

specified in Gov. Code § 87200.

Tickets: Form 802

• Applies to tickets for entertainment, recreational 

or similar purpose.

• List of Public Purposes.

• New Definition of Ceremonial Use

• Written Ticket Policy Required
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Personal Advantages and Perks

Third party payments to agency used for travel and conference costs, in lieu of agency 

funds, are only allowed if: 

1. The costs are for “official agency business”

2. The agency head decides who will attend

3. The agency reports the payment (Form 801)

4. Plans are coordinated with the agency

5. Reimbursements go directly to the agency

6. No personal benefit (only for business)

7. Travel time is not extended
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Tickets and Passes

1. FPPC adopted Regulation 18944.1 regulating tickets or passes 

distributed by a public agency to officials or employees

2. Applies to tickets/passes to recreational/ entertainment/amusement 

events.
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Tickets and Passes

1. Regulation 18944.1 provides that tickets/passes distributed to, or at the 

behest of, an official of the agency are not considered a gift if:

1. The public official claims them as income for federal income tax purposes

2. Tickets are distributed to employees/officials (other than elected) to promote 

morale/employee retention

3. Tickets are distributed pursuant to the agency’s adopted ticket policy
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Tickets and Passes

1. Agency ticket policy must be adopted by legislative body and include:

1. List of public purposes for which tickets may be distributed

2. Requirement that all tickets distributed shall be to accomplish one of the public 

purposes

3. Prohibition against transferring tickets received except to members of the official’s 

immediate family or no more than one guest

4. Prohibition against disproportionate use of tickets or passes by certain officials

5. Ticket distribution must be recorded on form provided by the FPPC and forwarded to 

the FPPC for posting on its website
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Rules of the Road

1. Acceptance of passes or discounts from 

transportation companies is prohibited.

2. Informational exception to gift rules does not 

include travel – exceptions apply.

3. Travel may be subject to gift limits. Evaluate on 

a case-by-case basis – source, purpose.

4. Travel paid by using agency funds is totally 

exempt from limits and disclosure if for agency 

business.
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FOR ELECTED OFFICIALS ONLY

• Contributions of $5,000 or more

• made by a single source 

• in cooperation with elected official

• Must be reported to official’s agency 

within 30 days.

• Some cities may have local limits

74

Behested Payments: Form 803
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Gifts Are All About The Details

HYPO:

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 

(the "MWD") hosts water inspection tours of their 

facilities and water areas that impact the Colorado 

River Aqueduct.  MWD pays for the general manager 

of a local water agency to attend a tour.  

Can the GM go and if so what needs to be reported?



Personal Advantages and Perks
Gifts Are All About The Details

Answer:

• Yes, General Manager can go if

payment is for general use and 

General Manager is an official 

with access to such use.

• Fill out Form 801.

• No gift limit
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Gifts Limit Ramifications

1. FPPC civil action 

2. Penalty: 3 times the amount of the 

gift

3. $5,000 fine

4. 6 months jail

5. Bribery/Extortion – Felony – Prison

77



Personal Advantages and Perks
Honoraria Is Illegal

• What is Honoraria?

• To whom does it apply?

• Application

• Exceptions
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Loans / Reimbursements / Nepotism

• Personal Loans

• Reimbursement Policy

• Mass Mailings (special rules)

• Nepotism (Agency Policy)
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• Personal Loans outside of commercial 

loans

• A public official may not receive any 

personal loan aggregating more than 

$250 from any officer, employee, 

member, or consultant of, or from 

anyone who contracts with or is under 

the control of, the public official's 

governmental agency. 

80

Personal Advantages and Perks
Loans / Reimbursements



Personal Advantages and Perks
Loans / Reimbursements

• Reimbursement Policy

• Allowable travel

• Per diem

• Transportation

• Request copy

• Written expense report

• City Council must report 

meetings at next council 

meeting
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• Mass Mailings (special rules)

• Can’t be sent at agency expense

• More than 200 similar items 

• Some OK (agency publications, event 

announcements, public notices, etc.)

• More restrictions within 60 days of an 

election 
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Loans / Reimbursements 
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Personal Advantages and Perks
Misuse of Public Funds

Ballot Measures
Endorsements &

Legislative Activities
Informational

Materials
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Transparency Laws
(Gov. Code § 54950, et seq.; Gov. Code § 7921.000, et seq.; and California Constitution)
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Spirit of the Law

85

“Tuesday’s [Dysfunction Junction] 

City Council meeting provided a rare 

opportunity to look behind the curtain 

as the council debated, sometimes 

hotly, aspects of the state’s open-

meeting law and who broke it.

It also showed that [Dysfunction 

Junction’s] city government needs a 

new culture of transparency — its 

priorities at the moment are 

backward.” 

– Editorial



The Right to Access 

• Sunshine Laws

• The Brown Act works in conjunction with the California Public Records Act to 

promote transparency in local government. 

• While the Public Records Act (Cal. Govt. Code §§ 6250 et seq.) ensures that the 

public has access to local government documents, the Brown Act (Cal. Govt. 

Code §§ 54950 et seq.) ensures that local government business is conducted at 

open and public meetings, with a few exceptions. 
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Applies to: 

• Local agencies

• Legislative bodies 

• Meetings 

• Persons elected to legislative

bodies, even prior to 

assuming office

• Certain private organizations

87

Transparency Laws
The Ralph M. Brown Act & The California 
Public Records Act



Purpose of Brown Act

• To ensure that almost all aspects of the decision-making 

process of legislative bodies of local agencies are 

conducted in public and open to public scrutiny.

• “The people, in delegating authority, do not give their 

public servants the right to decide what is good for the 

people to know and what is not good for them to know. 

The people insist on remaining informed so that they 

may retain control over the instruments they have 

created.”  (Gov. Code 54950.)
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Transparency Laws
The Brown Act - Meetings

1. What is a meeting?

2. When is a meeting not a 

meeting?

89



Application

• Meeting

▪ Any gathering of a majority of the members at the same time and place to hear, 

discuss or deliberate upon any matter under their jurisdiction.

▪ No action needs to be taken for a meeting to occur; conversations between and 

among members of a legislative body about issues confronting the agency is 

sufficient.
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Application

• Not a Meeting

▪ Individual contacts; 

▪ Conferences and seminars; 

▪ Community meetings;

▪ Purely social or ceremonial occasions;

▪ Attendance at standing committee meetings; and

▪ Meetings with other legislative bodies – a majority of the governing body may attend 

as long as they do not discuss among themselves issues related to the agency.
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SERIAL MEETINGS

Use of:

▪ direct communication; 

▪ intermediaries; or

▪ technology

To discuss, deliberate, or take action on 

any item of business that is within the 

subject matter jurisdiction outside of a 

meeting is expressly prohibited.

E-MAILS

When e-mailing:

• Don’t “reply to all”

• Do not take a position or make a 

commitment 

• Take caution to ensure 

compliance with law

92

Transparency Laws
The Brown Act – Serial Meetings



Transparency Laws
The Brown Act – Social Media

AB 992 (2020) – It is not a serial meeting to provide information to, or solicit 

information from, the public about agency business using social media

• Must be “open and accessible” to general public (no blocking)

• Cannot “discuss among themselves”**

• No responding directly to other members’ posts about agency 

business

• No use of emojis, etc., on other members’ posts
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Serial Meetings- Social Media Tips

• Do not make a commitment

• Keep information general on upcoming 

matters

• Remember-- Expressing opinion by posting, 

liking, sharing and commenting

• Be cautious about taking a position or 

contributing content that expresses your 

position (especially for quasi-judicial actions)

• Do not enter a group page or chat with 

members of your body
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Remember!

• Serial meetings – You can’t do outside a meeting what you should do in a 

meeting (a quorum of the legislative body “shall not, outside a meeting…, 

pursue a series of communications of any kind, directly or through 

intermediaries, to discuss, deliberate, or take action on any item of 

business” that is within the agency’s subject matter jurisdiction.)

▪ No daisy chains or hub-and-spoke meetings
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Tips to Avoid Serial Meeting 

• Always do more listening than talking

• Set ground rules before meetings

• Don’t ask staff or public how other members intend to vote

• (and pay for your own coffee)
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Transparency Laws
The Brown Act – Rules Governing Meetings

• Regular meeting

• Special meetings

• Emergency meetings

• Adjourned meetings

• Public’s right to comment

• Report individual votes or 

abstentions
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Transparency Laws
The Brown Act – Closed Sessions

Must be: 

• Expressly authorized 

• Briefly described in agenda

• Verbally announced

If action is taken, may need to

report it to the public and report individual 

votes or Abstentions

• Disclosure of closed session matter is illegal
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Limited Closed Sessions

• Real Property Transactions (price and terms of payment)

• Litigation--Existing, Anticipated and Initiation  

• Personnel Issues--Appointment, Performance, Evaluation, 

Discipline/Dismissal/Release

• Labor Negotiations

• Threats to Public Services of Facilities 
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Rules Governing Meetings

• The Public’s Right to Comment

▪ At every regular meeting, members of the public 

have the right to directly address the body on 

any item of public interest if that item is under 

the jurisdiction of the body.

▪ For agenda items, the public must be given an 

opportunity to comment before or during the 

body’s consideration of the item.

▪ At special and emergency meetings, members 

of the public have the right to address the body 

about any item that is listed on the agenda.
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Rules Governing Meetings

• No action or discussion allowed for any item not listed on posted agenda 

except for:

▪ Adding items or calling meeting by majority vote for emergency situations 

▪ Adding Items of Immediate Action.  Adding items by 2/3 vote because of need for 

immediate action that came to the attention after the agenda is posted

▪ Consideration of items continued to another meeting within 5 calendar days
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• Teleconferencing 

▪ AB 361 (2021)

➢ Findings to meet remotely

▪ AB 2449 (2022)

• Disruption of Meetings

▪ SB 1100 (2022)

• Distribution of Writings 

▪ AB 2647 (2022)

➢Online Postings
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Brown Act – Teleconferencing

• Classic Rule - Still Applicable

▪ You must:

➢ Give your location on the agenda

➢ Post an agenda at the site

➢ Allow public access to the site

➢ Take rollcall vote

▪ You do not have to:

➢ Have video

➢ Allow public to teleconference

▪ Must end meeting if connection goes down
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Brown Act – Teleconferencing

• AB 361 – Pandemic Era (Zoom) Rule

▪ Phased out the prior Executive Order

▪ Entire Board can join by phone or videoconference

➢ No need to post location or make location public

▪ You must:

➢ Make findings that state or local officials continue to recommend measures to promote social distancing every 30 days

➢ Provide a virtual or teleconference location on the agenda for the public to join

➢ Allow concurrent public comment

➢ Take rollcall vote

▪ Only valid through end of 2023

▪ Impact of end of Governor’s COVID Emergency Order on February 2023
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Brown Act – AB 2449 Teleconferencing

• AB 2449 – Limited Teleconferencing

▪ No need to post location if other requirements are met.

▪ Requirements:

➢ Physical Location. A quorum must participate from a single physical location in the district.

➢ Video. The meeting must have either two-way video (e.g., Zoom) or telephone with live webcasting

➢ Notice/Participation. Agenda shows how public virtually participates

➢ Public Comments. Must allow during meeting; cannot limit to advanced comments

➢ Technical Difficulties. Must stop meeting if on district’s end

• So far, this sounds a lot like AB 361, right? …
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Brown Act – AB 2449 Teleconferencing

• Must have valid reasons for teleconferencing:

▪ Only two justifications:

➢ Just Cause

❖ Childcare or family caregiving need (limited to certain family)

❖ Contagious illness

❖ A need related to physical or mental disability

❖ Travel while on official business of your district

➢ Medical Emergency

❖ Physical medical emergency that prevents in-person

❖ Family medical emergency that prevents in-person
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Brown Act – AB 2449 Teleconferencing

• Notification Requirements

▪ Just Cause

➢ Notice to City at earliest opportunity

➢ Must give general description of reasons

▪ Medical Emergency

➢ Must make request of City at earliest opportunity

➢ Council must take action to approve request

❖ Can be added as a late item by 2/3 vote

➢ Must give general description of reasons

*Do not have to disclose confidential medical information
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Brown Act – AB 2449 Teleconferencing

• Limitations

▪ Just Cause

➢No more than two meetings in a calendar year

▪ Medical Emergency

➢No more than 3 consecutive months or

➢No more than 20% of meetings.

➢ If less than ten meetings a year, no more than 2 meetings.
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Brown Act – AB 2449 Teleconferencing

• Participation Requirements 

▪ Must disclose whether anyone 18 or older is present in the room

▪ Disclose general nature of relationship to those in room

▪ Must use both audio AND visual technology
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BBKLAW.COM

SB 1100 – Removal for Disruptions
Adds Gov. Code 54957.95
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Brown Act – Removal for Disruptions

• SB 1100:

▪ Chair or designee may order removal for a disruption

▪ Must first give warning (unless violence or true threat of violence)

• Disruptions include: 

▪ Behavior that actually disrupts, disturbs, impedes, or renders infeasible orderly conduct

▪ Failure to comply with reasonable and lawful regulations for district meetings.

▪ Use of force, or 

▪ “True” threat of force.
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Brown Act – Removal for Disruptions

• Practical Considerations:

▪ Update bylaws/rules of decorum

▪ Train the Chair to respond to disruptions

▪ Keep in mind other options:

➢Call a recess

➢Clear the room

➢Consider allowing disrupter to return
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Transparency Laws
The Brown Act - Ramifications

• For violations, Court may:

• Enjoin action,

• Invalidate action, or

• Mandate correction.

• Court costs & attorney fees are recoverable

• Individuals who intentionally violate may be 

guilty of a misdemeanor
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Transparency Laws
California Public Records Act (CPRA)

Every person has a right to inspect public 

records of any state or local agency.

What is a public record?

Any writing containing information related to the 

conduct of the public’s business retained by any 

public agency
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Emails, Social Media and Other 
Communications on Private Devices and 
Accounts

“Here, we hold that when a city employee uses a personal account to 

communicate about the conduct of public business, the writings may be 

subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act.” City of San 

Jose v. Superior Court (2017) 2 Cal.5th 608
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Why the Court Ruled As It Did

“Access to information concerning the conduct of the 

people’s business is a fundamental and necessary right 

of every person in this state,” according to the Public 

Records Act and the state constitution.

The court made it clear it would not permit public officials to conduct the public’s 

business on private devices and place those communications beyond the reach of 

the Public Records Act and thereby encourage public officials to conduct the 

public’s business in private.
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What Factors Help Determine Whether a 
Communication on a Private Device is a “Public 
Record”

The opinion suggested looking to the following factors:

• content

• context

• purpose

• audience

• whether the employee was acting within the scope of employment in 

preparing or receiving the communication
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Transparency Laws
California Public Records Act

Handling Requests

• Public records must be available during office 

hours.

• Agencies must make copies of disclosable

records “promptly available”…“upon request.”

• Agency shall:

• Within 10 days: determine disclosable records

• Within 14 days: request time extension for 

“unusual circumstances”
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Transparency Laws
California Public Records Act

When is a public record exempt from disclosure?

• Preliminary drafts, notes or memos not kept 

in ordinary course of business

• Real estate appraisals

• Personnel, medical, similar files

• Records about pending litigation

• Records pertaining to an investigation

• Deliberative process

• Catch-all exemption
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Transparency Laws
California Public Records Act

SB 272 - The California Public Records Act: Local Agencies: Inventory. Each local agency, except an educational agency, is 

now required to create a catalog of enterprise systems, make the catalog publicly available upon request, and post the catalog on 

the agency’s Website.

The catalog is to list the following information:

1. Current system vendor.

2. Current system product.

3. A brief statement of the system’s purpose.

4. A general description of categories or types of data.

5. The department that serves as the system’s primary custodian.

6. How frequently system data is collected.

7. How frequently system data is updated.

EXEMPT: IT security systems, video monitoring systems, systems used for 911 dispatch and emergency services, etc.
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Transparency Laws
California Public Records Act

HYPO: 

City reviews an internal draft of the latest City Housing Element. The draft is 

poorly written and contains several major errors and includes comments 

from your very wise city attorney. The City is concerned that the draft needs 

major revision before posting for public review and is also concerned about 

the performance of the employee who prepared the draft.

Does this draft document need to be disclosed?
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Transparency Laws
California Public Records Act

ANSWER:

• No.  The Public Records Act exempts “preliminary drafts, notes, or interagency or intra-agency 

memoranda that are not retained by the public agency in the course of ordinary business, if the public 

interest in withholding those records clearly outweighs the public interest in disclosure.”

To qualify for the draft exemption:

1. The record must be a preliminary draft, note or memorandum

2. The draft is not retained by the local agency in the ordinary course of business

3. The public interest in withholding the record must clearly 

outweigh the public interest in disclosure

• Plus privileged comments
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Transparency Laws
California Public Records Act

Best Practices

• Always respond to requests 

• Adopt a policy / procedures

• Develop standardized fees
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Fair Process
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Fair Process

1. Due Process

2. Bias

3. Competitive Bidding

4. Incompatible Offices

5. Incompatible Activities
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Fair Process
Due Process

What does Due Process mean?

• Notice

• Opportunity to be heard

• Fair and impartial decision-maker

“No state shall deprive any person of life, liberty 

or property without due process at law”

- U.S. Constitution Amend XIV, sec 1
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Common Law Conflicts of Interest
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Common Law Conflict of Interest
Often Relates to Fair Process
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Common Law Conflict of Interest

Pre-dates the financial conflicts of interest in the Political Reform Act and 

Government Code section 1090

AND

Those laws now supplant common law conflicts of interest based on 

financial interests  

SO

What’s left is a mere vestige of the common law doctrine
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Common Law Conflict of Interest

What is it?

“A public officer is impliedly bound to exercise the powers conferred on him 

primarily for the benefit of the public. Fidelity in the agent is what is aimed at, 

and as a means of securing it the law will not permit him to place himself in 

a position in which he may be tempted by his own private interests to 

disregard those of his principal.”
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Common Law Conflict of Interest

“The common law doctrine against conflicts of interest . . . prohibits public 

officials from placing themselves in a position where their private, personal 

interests may conflict with their official duties.”  
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Common Law Conflict of Interest

Avoiding the Conflict

The conflict “may usually be avoided 

by complete abstention from any 

official action with respect to or 

attempt to influence the transaction” 

(64 Ops.Cal.Atty.Gen. 795, 797 

(1981)).
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Common Law Conflict of Interest

HYPO:

The adult child of a city councilmember has sued the city in connection with 

a vehicle collision between the child and an on-duty city employee. The 

council is to vote on approving a substantial settlement with the adult child.

May the council member vote under the PRA, GC 1090, common law 

conflict rule?
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Common Law Conflict of Interest

• PRA – yes, because the member does not have a financial interest in his 

adult child’s personal finances.

• GC 1090 – yes, same reason, no financial interest.

• Common law conflict – no, should not because of private, personal 

interest and bias.

Remedy: Recuse or abstain     
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Fair Process
Due Process

HYPO: 

Councilmember Smith rents an apartment month to month next to a property 

whose owner is seeking a variance to build a home that will interfere with 

the Councilmember’s view of a park. The Councilmember opposed the 

variance application before the Planning Commission, which approved it. 

The Councilmember appealed and now the matter is before the Council.
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Fair Process
Due Process

Any Due Process concerns?

Can Councilmember Smith participate in the decision by the Council?
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Fair Process
Due Process

Yes, there are Due Process concerns.

• Bias

• Lack of impartiality

• Personal, private stake in the outcome 

Should they participate?

No. The member would not be a neutral and fair decision maker, 

denying the applicant procedural due process.
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Fair Process
Competitive Bidding

• Purposes

• General Rule

• Only when required by statute or ordinance

• Lowest, responsive, responsible bidder

• Thresholds for Public Works

• Exceptions
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Fair Process
Incompatible Offices Doctrine

Elements:

• Official holding two public offices 

simultaneously

• Conflicting or overlapping 

functions (audit, overrule, remove, or 

exercise supervisory powers)

Ramifications:

• Immediate forfeiture of first office
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Fair Process
Incompatible Activities
Gov. Code §1126

• Applies to officers and employees, but NOT ELECTED OFFICIALS

• Agency must adopt a statement of incompatible activities, statutory prohibition is not self-

executing

• Agency may prohibit activities involving:

• Private gain or advantage

• Receiving consideration for performing duties

• Acts outside scope of employment

• Impairment of efficiency

Attorney exception – Gov. Code 1128: government entity lawyer may serve on another board or 

commission
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Fair Process
Campaign Finances

CAN AN ELECTED OFFICIAL BE DISQUALIFIED FROM 

VOTING/DECISION-MAKING FOR RECEIVING 

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS?

• Due to recent legislation (SB 1439) the answer is now 

YES

• Levine Act (Gov. Code §84308)

• Proceedings involving entitlements, licenses,

permits (land use permits, franchise, zoning variances,

consulting contracts)
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Fair Process
Campaign Finances- Levine Act

• If an official willfully and knowingly receives a 

contribution in an amount greater than $250 from a 

party or participant, the official must recuse himself 

or herself from proceedings involving permits, 

licenses, or other entitlements for use, during the 

proceeding and for the following 12 months after the 

date of the final decision.  

• FPPC: Does not apply to contributions received 

before January 1, 2023.
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Fair Process
Campaign Finances- Levine Act
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Fair Process
Campaign Finances- Levine Act

• Remember- the old rule still applies to APPOINTED OFFICIALS for the 2022 

election cycle.

• Officers of an agency are prohibited from accepting, soliciting, or directing a 

contribution of more $250 from a party or participant while a proceeding is 

pending, and for three (3) months after a final decision is rendered.

• Also remember any local contribution limits
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Fair Process
Best Practices for Decision-Makers

1. If you can’t be fair, don’t participate

2. Avoid statements before the close of a 

hearing

3. Make decisions based on administrative 

record

4. Avoid the appearance of bias

5. Pay attention

6. Above all, you will be judged by your fairness 

and integrity
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Conclusion
Finding Your Way – Ethics Laws

Personal Financial Interest Transparency Laws

1. Political Reform Act 1.     Brown Act

2. Contracts 2.     Public Records Act

3. Revolving Door

4. Feathering Your Nest Fair Process

5. Bribery/Mail Fraud 1.     Due Process

Personal Advantages & Perks 2.     Bias

1. Gifts 3.     Competitive Bidding

2. Honoraria 4.     Incompatible Offices

3. Travel/Lodging Expenses 5.     Incompatible Activities

4. Loans 6.     Campaign Finances

5. Reimbursements 7.     Best Practices

6. Mass Mailings

7. Misuse of Public Funds

8. Nepotism

9. Charity Fundraising Disclosure
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Summary of 4 Major Areas



Ethics Laws

147

California’s ethics laws set the minimum standards for 
public service

In civilized life, law floats in a sea of ethics
(US Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren 1964)

“We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence, then is not an act, but a habit.”

–Aristotle



Conclusion
Finding Your Way – Ethics Laws

• 1. You govern as a body – that requires collaboration, appreciation for 

the limitations of your authority as an individual and appreciating the value 

of getting along with others 

• 2. Words matter – how you treat each other, the public and staff is a 

reflection on you

• 3. You are governed by the rule of law – your staff will help you 

understand the parameters of your authority

•1

4

8
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